
The challenge
With the market growing and new financial organisations 
entering that market, The Bank experienced a decrease in 
credit card and loan conversions due to the time it took for 
applications to be approved, processed and issued, through 
their traditional process. 

The Bank’s competitors were offering a range of fast-track 
online alternatives, meaning loans and credit cards were 
approved very quickly by comparison. The Bank identified 
this gap in their offering and believed that re-engineering 
their service delivery was going to be critical if they wanted to 
continue to be competitive in the market place and maintain 
their market share. 

Background
One of the UK’s major retail and commercial banks, offering financial services to both individuals and business, engaged 
with CFH to deliver a significant digital transformation program to their credit cards and loans processing. The group has 
around 700 branches across the UK, backed by a range of major call centres focussing on servicing clients.

The Bank and CFH Docmail Limited (CFH) have been partners for over 14 years, working together to deliver a wide range of 
client communication processes. Initially starting with paper-based communications, CFH printed and posted their client 
applications for credit cards and loans. This paper based process allowed The Bank the ability to track credit card and loan 
applications and send subsequent chasing documentation that encouraged application completion, through a bespoke 
CFH solution that had been designed for this traditional process. 

However, the bank identified that there was a need to digitally transform, in particular for some of their more complex 
application processes where drop-out was significant and a step change in customer engagement and conversion was 
required in order to stay competitive. 
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Already working with CFH, The Bank approached them 
seeking an alternative method of engaging with their clients, 
one that would dramatically improve both their customer 
experience and conversion rate while minimising integration 
overhead and change within the Bank’s enterprise. 

With extensive experience in delivering digital 
transformation for clients, CFH worked with The Bank to 
deliver a perfect bespoke solution for them.
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With a tight time frame to deliver results, CFH worked 
around the clock to generate a transformation plan that 
covered the critical areas of solution design, rapid proto-
typing, pilot deployment and live roll-out. And a solution 
that went from prototype to pilot to live in production 
within 6 months – slashing the typical “new product to 
market” time for the Bank down from 2 years.

The key to the design was the requirement to minimise 
integration overhead which saw CFH leverage a parallel 
platform that would work in tandem with existing banking 
systems to enable The Bank to accelerate their loan and 
credit card on-boarding through the use of a set of online 
portals – one targeting the acceleration of issuing digital 
agreements and the other focused on accelerating 
customer conversion. 

The new “paperless” platform supported the processing of 
retail loans and credit applications by providing an online 
portal for customers to view and sign their agreements. 
Customers could manage their application in a 3-step 
process – log in, complete application and receive 
confirmation. Whilst the portal deployed for The Bank 
allowed staff to generate, issue and track the applications 
flowing through the platform as well as seamlessly 
dovetail completed applications back into existing legacy 

banking processes with a remarkably lightweight IT 
integration. Furthermore, the Bank portal was accessible 
across the entire banking group, through secure online 
access which allowed them to also leverage the platform 
as part of their in-branch service delivery. 

The online portals, combined with a blended approach to 
customer communications provided a faster turnaround 
and higher conversion rate as compared to the tradition-
al paper-based model. Not least because of the innova-
tive use of data driven customer insight to ensure that 
every node of the customer journey was monitored in 
real time to ensure that slow-down and drop out was 
minimised through the use of a suite of highly targeted 
customer communications designed to maximise 
engagement and conversion. 

Critically, for full stakeholder buy-in, the solution was also 
aligned to all The Banks core “IT and Security” policies - 
despite being a fully hosted and managed service by CFH. 
This allowed it to be delivered in full client branded livery 
utilising the full range of communications channels - print, 
email, SMS and PDF document fulfilment – to the same 
security standards as The Banks own platforms. Being 
delivered to end customers transparently as if it was by the 
Bank themselves.
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● Increased conversion rates

● Improved customer experience

● Rapid delivery with full adherence to customer   
 compliance standards

● Lightweight integration with minimal change in client  
 enterprise

● Transformation of historical processes to leverage the  
 latest customer engagement models

● Conversion from paper-based communications to   
 online

Outcome
By partnering with CFH as their Digital Transformation partner, The Bank was able to dramatically reduce their 
time-to-market while making a transition from a legacy engagement model to a truly omni-channel end customer 
engagement that was driven by insight. 

Their relationships with clients grew from strength to strength through the streamlined processes and the bank were able 
to offer loans and credit cards in a fraction of the time it took previously, with even complex applications now processing 
and completing within 24-48 hours. In addition to this customer satisfaction significantly increased thanks to the improved 
customer journey and data driven communications which in turn saw a significant reduction in customer queries and call 
centre load.

Implementing the solution within the 3-6 month time frame, compared to Bank’s typical time scale of several years, 
ensured that the Bank were able to grow their market share in a highly competitive market while still making considerable 
savings over their traditional model. It also allowed them a time-to-market advantage over competitors, not just on the 
initial roll-out but on successive product launches that were able to leverage the same platform. 

The results of this new approach to customer communications was startling, with an increase in client conversion through 
their sign-up process from 28% up to 78% combined with a reduction in their average project roll-out time from 18-24 
months to 3-6 months and all at a fraction of the cost associated with typical projects within the bank and all thanks to 
CFH’s digital transformation expertise. 

Benefits


